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Airline Use of Recorders

- Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR)
  Replayed annually: 0

- Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
  Read out annually: 12

- Quick Access Recorder (QAR)
  Read out annually: 3,500  (80% of all sectors flown)
History of QAR

• 1964 First autoland achieved
• QAR developed to meet regulatory requirements to validate autolands
- 60,000 parameters available
- 2,000 recorded by QAR
- 700 recorded by FDR
A340-600

- DAR records 600 parameters
- Data stored on magneto-optical disk
- Removed manually (every 5 days)
Space Shuttle Columbia
OEX Recorder
Uses of QAR Data

- Engineering Analysis/Troubleshooting
- Regulatory Requirements
  eg. Autoland validation
- Incident Analysis
  eg. Data supplied to manufacturer
- Flight Data Analysis Program
Flight Data Analysis Program

- Flight Data Analysis (FDAP)
- Flight Operations Monitoring (FOM)
- Flight Data Monitoring (FDM)
- Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA)

- ICAO Annex 6 Standard:
  From January 1st 2005 an operator of an aeroplane of a MCTM 27 tonnes shall establish and maintain a flight data analysis program …
Flight Data Analysis Program

• Identify and quantify existing operational risks

• Identify and quantify changing operational risks

• Formally assess the risk to determine which are not acceptable

• Where risks are not acceptable, put in place remedial activity

• Measure the effectiveness of action and continue to monitor risks
Flight Data Analysis Program

- Event Detection

- Data set from every flight (typical operating boundaries)

- On request provide direct feedback to crews
Typical Events

- GPWS / TCAS Warnings
- Limit Speeds (VMO, MMO, Flap & Gear)
- Take-off/Landing Speeds
- Pitch/Roll Limits
- Rushed Approaches (Late Landing Flap, High ROD’s)
Event Detection

High Pitch on Landing Triggered an Event
An Approach with 3 Events

Event 22C Detected
High ROD 2,000 - 1,000 ft AAL
ie. > 1700 fpm

Event 22B Detected
High ROD 1,000 - 400 ft AAL
ie. > 1200 fpm

Event 6A Detected
High Approach Speed
ie. > 180 knots within 90 seconds of touchdown

CAS (knots)
Altitude (feet AAL) and ROD (fpm)

Time (seconds) Before Touchdown
Figure 3: actual and predicted distribution of events amongst 747-400 pilots

- 8 pilots had 5 events
- 3 pilots had 6 events
Event Issues

• False/Reject Events

• Turning Data into Information

• Cost

• Lack of standards

• Event Rates
Event Analysis Issues

• What are the most significant events?

• No details from crew

• Easy to identify trends?

• Tackling systemic problems?
Flight Data Analysis Program

• Event Detection

• Data set from every flight (typical operating boundaries)

• On request provide direct feedback to crews
Altitude At Which Landing Flap Is Set

Altitude (feet AAL)
Flight Data Analysis Program

- Event Detection

- Data set from every flight (typical operating boundaries)

- On request provide direct feedback to crews
Engine Shutdown

• A330 In-flight Engine Shutdown

• ECAM “ENG 1 OIL LOW PRESS.”

• QAR “Low Oil Pressure ENG 1” parameter indicated “Not Low Pressure”
Engine Shutdown

• FWC/EEC software mismatch

• Complex aircraft - need a lot of data from multiple sources

• Software configuration control
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